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Introduction A discomfort drawing is a drawing on a
body picture where a patient may shade all areas of discom-
fort in preparation for a visit with health care personal. The
drawing has been shown to be able to make diagnostic pre-
dictions - especially to discern neuropathic from nocicep-
tive and psychiatric diseases (Bertilson et al., 2007). The
contribution of this work is using multi-view topic mod-
elling (Blei et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2013) on diagnostic
prediction using discomfort drawings. This is a novel ap-
plication of a principled framework. A dataset is collected
from real-life clinic cases with medical expert labels. The
model is able to give reasonable diagnostic predictions in
the experiments. This shows that using machine learning
on diagnosis using discomfort drawing is a promising di-
rection.
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Figure 1. Graphic representation of 2-modal topic model

Model We use a multi-modal topic model for this appli-
cation with two modalities shown in Figure 1. The first
modality is the discomfort drawing, where a bag-of-words
representation of the discomfort location is used as the ob-
servation w. The second modality are the diagnostic labels
y which are only available in training phase. Each docu-
ment m contains a discomfort drawing and its correspond-
ing diagnostic labels in our case. Both modalities share the
same per document topic distribution θ which can be inter-
preted as the combination of symptoms that generate such
drawing and diagnostic labels. The β is the per topic draw-
ing location distribution and η is the per topic diagnostic
label distribution. Each topic is a latent variable which in-
dicates the problem of the patient.

K = 5 K = 10 K = 20
F-measure 35.69±1.5% 37.1±0.79% 37.64±1.47%

Table 1. Prediction performance

Prd: Kraniocervikal ledskada;
C3 Radikulopati ; C2 Radiku-
lopati; C4 Radikulopati; Nerv
stam

GT: Kraniocervikal ledskada;
C3 Radikulopati; C2 Radiku-
lopati; C4 Radikulopati;

Table 2. The left column shows the input discomfort drawing.
The right column shows the predicted diagnostic label using
MMLDA after Prd: and the ground truth diagnostic labels given
by medical experts after GT:.

Experiment 174 real patient discomfort drawings are
collected from real-life clinic records with diagnostic labels
from medical experts. We randomly split the dataset into
two halves. One half is used for training the model while
the other half is used for testing (i.e. only the discomfort
drawings are available). The dataset is randomly split 10
times for evaluation and the performance with F-measure
is reported in Table 1 with mean and standard deviation for
these 10 groups of experiments with different number of
topics. Table 2 shows a typical example of predication re-
sults. We can see that reasonable diagnostics labels can be
suggested using MMLDA.
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